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Abstract 

 

If reducing the scope of democratic decision available to other people or future 
generations is usually wrong (except when such decisions undergird the possibility of 
democratic decision-making as such), then it is hard to see how one could ever make a 
legitimate decision about something irreversible. As Adam Przeworski has argued, "an 
essential feature of democracy is that nothing is decided definitively.” It strikes one as 
undemocratic to have decisions that affect one made by someone else without even a 
consultation. A Kantian take on what is wrong with irreversible policies might argue 
that everyone affected by them is constrained by another's choice and thus cannot be 
said to be externally free. Irreversible decisions threaten to offend both democracy and 
freedom, and yet they are so common as to be unremarkable; for example, unique 
species of being go extinct every day due to anthropogenic causes like habitat loss and 
climate change. Environmental politics, then, offers particularly stark examples of 
irreversible choices made by relatively few people affecting the interests of everyone 
else in the sustainable provision of fresh air, clean water, and secure food.  
 
Looking at the past few decades both of democratic theory and democratic practice 
from an environmental perspective, it would be easy to despair of the possibility that 
the environmental interests of this overwhelming majority could prevail. Theory has 
moved to replace the representation of real interests with essentially technocratic 
governance, while in practice decision-making power is moving steadily away from 
democratic institutions.  While the recent histories of politics and political theory can 
seem very grim, I try to read them as a source of hope, especially environmental hope.  
Democratic institutions face formidable challenges in dealing with environmental 
problems like irreversible losses of species, arable land, productive oceans, and so forth.  
But these challenges are not insurmountable given the right framing of the issues and 
the right kinds of institutions.  We should not despair about our record of failure to 
come to terms with irreversible environmental problems thus far.  Environmental 
democracy has not failed: it has not yet been tried. 
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"... fiat justitia, pereat mundus, or in German, “Let justice 

reign even if all the rogues in the world perish because of it." 

--Immanuel Kant, Toward Perpetual Peace  (1795)
1
 

 

 

 

I 

 

In this paper I combine two modes of political theorizing: critical redescription and  

strategic analysis of discourses and institutions.  Running in the background, however, 

is an implicit set of normative claims that I will not defend here.  I am arguing from the 

perspective of democratic theory.  I presume (with Jane Mansbridge) that absent 

overriding contextual concerns, egalitarianism is the default logic of formal justice 

(Mansbridge 2005).  I presume (with Ian Shapiro) that when the interests of most 

people are subordinated to the interests of a few people, we have a case of democratic 

injustice (Shapiro 1999).  I presume (with Amartya Sen) that we ought to focus on 

opposing clear injustices rather than specifying ideal and universal just conditions (Sen 

2009).  Finally, I presume that democratic decision-making procedures are the default 

option for any group of limited rational beings seeking to achieve social cooperation.  A 

large number of implicit assumptions are connected with this one, including anti-

paternalism, anti-hierarchy, non-domination, and so forth.  Rather than offer arguments 

for any of these positions, I shall simply assert them.  This paper makes an argument 

within democratic theory.   

 Within the boundaries of democratic theory, however, there remain plenty of 

opportunities for disagreement.  Elsewhere I have argued, and others have argued, that 

some ostensibly democratic deliberative policy processes in practice serve the interests 

                                                        
1 "Fiat iustitia, pereat mundus, das heißt zu deutsch: ‚Es herrsche Gerechtigkeit, die 
Schelme in der Welt mögen auch insgesamt darüber zugrunde gehen‘."  I don't like 
"rogues" as a translation of "Schelme," but haven't been able to come up with a better 
single word that capture's Kant's implication that the powerful seek to except 
themselves.  Suggested improvements most welcome.  
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of a tiny minority (Ellis 2015, Ellis 2008, Shreck 2015).  I have also argued, and others 

have argued, that efforts to resolve democracy's problems by replacing majority rule 

with approximations of rational outcomes necessarily misfire (Ellis 2008, Shapiro 

2006).   Many others have documented the last half-century's steady movement in 

democratic theory and--worse--practice away from at least nominally majoritarian 

representation and towards explicitly rationalistic and technocratic modes of 

governance (Honig 2009, 2001, inter alia).  While the recent history of politics and 

political philosophy can seem very grim for what I would call actual democrats, in the 

context of this paper I try to read both histories as a source of hope, especially 

environmental hope.  Democratic institutions face formidable challenges in dealing with 

environmental problems (Ellis 2015).  But these challenges are not insurmountable 

given the right framing of the issues and the right kinds of institutions.  Moreover, we 

should not despair about our record of failure to come to terms with environmental 

problems thus far.  Real majoritarian democracy has not failed: it has not yet been tried.   

 The basic outline for the paper is as follows.  First I discuss some challenges 

environmental policy raises for democratic theory.  Irreversible decisions are 

necessarily suspect in a democracy, and yet in environmental policy they are common.  

Given the unique threat irreversible loss of ecosystem services poses to democratic 

legitimacy, I suggest some ways of improving our understanding of environmental 

democracy that might make it easier to avoid such losses, including thinking about two 

kinds of tragedies of the commons and looking for political commitment mechanisms 

from stronger majoritarian institutions.  I'll explain why a realistic look at 

environmental policy has the interests of most people losing out on nearly every front. 

Both our unrealistic framing of environmental issues and our counter-majoritarian 

institutions serve the interests of a tiny minority in extracting short-run gains at the 

expense of the overwhelming majority with interests in the sustainable provision of 

clean air, fresh water, and secure food.  Next I survey a few examples of majoritarian 

democratic theory, which is a constellation of ideas aiming to undermine counter-

majoritarian institutional biases and support basic democratic ideals.  From these, 

finally, I'll draw a few suggestions for how we ought to reform our system to make it 

possible to manage the environment in the interests of most of us rather than for the 

few.   
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 Before moving on to the rest of the paper, I want briefly to distinguish my 

approach from that of environmental ethics (Cafaro and Primack 2014).  As I have 

already said, I work in the tradition of political philosophy and within that tradition in 

democratic theory.  Democratic theory is frankly anthropocentric.  It can accommodate 

biocentric values of course, but only insofar as they reflect the real interests of actual 

people that democratic theory seeks to vindicate.  Democratic theory seeks to reject 

paternalism not only in governance but in values. I say "seeks" because, as I have argued 

elsewhere (2015), there are some environmental choices that seem unavailable to 

democratic polities.   

 For example, if you presume that reducing the scope of democratic decision 

available to other people or future generations is usually wrong (except when such 

decisions undergird the possibility of democratic decision-making as such), then it is 

hard to see how you could ever make a legitimate decision about something irreversible 

(Przeworski 1999).  It strikes one as undemocratic to have decisions that affect one 

made by someone else without even consultation.  Following that logic, one might argue 

that democracies ought never to allow any unique species of being to go extinct, since 

after it goes extinct no decisions can be made about it.  But presenting a single option--

species preservation--as a people's only choice hardly seems democratic (Ellis 2008, 

2015).  To take a different case, think of the democratic injustice of building settlements 

on disputed territory during the negotiation period.  If while negotiating over the 

proper boundary one side continues to build new cross-border settlements, then the 

other side has reason to complain that the first side is unfair and undemocratic.  The 

baseline is being shifted to the advantage of that first side, and that side is using 

playing-for-time tactics rather than giving reasons for enhancing its wellbeing at the 

expense of the other.   

 This dynamic of changing the baseline while playing for time is in fact just what 

is happening at the larger scales in environmental policy today: we are suffering 

irreversible losses in nearly every area, while negotiating over the distribution of effort 

that would be needed to prevent these harms (Kareiva 2012,  Steffan et al. 2015, MESA 

2005).  It looks as if in cases of irreversibility like extinction or permanent settlement, 

democratic theory must reduce available policy choices to one.  I suggest elsewhere 

(2015) that there are ways around this conclusion, but for now what matters is that 

democratic theory's anti-paternalist commitments are difficult to vindicate. 
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Nonetheless all democratic theories, even those I characterize here as inauthentic or 

counter-majoritarian or elitist or rationalist, generally reject paternalism and accept 

that a demonstration of implicit paternalism is a major strike against any democratic 

theory.  Thus for example while I am personally convinced by some arguments in 

environmental ethics about the intrinsic value of uniquely evolved natural systems, I 

shall not presume that value here.  

 A more important consequence of anti-paternalism for my argument has to do 

with appropriately democratic attitudes towards the management of environmental 

risk.  People who would normally never expect progressive political change or 

egalitarian economic policies to happen without deliberate collective action often seem 

willing to suspend their commitment to democratic agency when it comes to 

environmental policy. I argue elsewhere that today's environmental public sphere 

exhibits special dysfunctions that encourage this kind of passivity, but for now let me 

just say one thing very clearly: There is no benevolent parental figure hovering unseen 

and making sure that things turn out okay for us: this faith that things will turn out okay 

is a childish projection of an unrealizable wish, especially the wish to abandon our 

responsibility to manage our collective fate.  That the market often plays the role of the 

Promethean father figure is especially ironic, given that much of today's market 

economy is structured to privatize gain and distribute risk to the public.  Already in 

1784, Kant could complain that most of us imagine that we are like well-tended 

domestic animals whose care is in our benevolent guardians' hands; he left the 

implication about what happens to the "dumb" and "placid" animals in the end for his 

readers to draw (Kant, 8:35, 17).  Limited rational beings like ourselves face problems 

of organization that are not going away: politics is unavoidable and permanent, as are 

divisions of interest over most things (see Medearis 2015). Prometheus is not coming: 

we have to save ourselves.  

 

II 

 

Environmental politics presents democratic theory with some crucial challenges: two of 

the most difficult are paternalism and irreversibility. 2  I shall focus here on 

                                                        
2 Section II is based on parts of my forthcoming chapter, "Democracy as Constraint and 
Possibility for Environmental Action," Oxford Handbook of Environmental Political 
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irreversibility and its implications for the democratic justice of environmental policies, 

though I will say just a few related things about paternalism.  Given the gravity of these 

challenges it should not surprise us that some environmental thinkers have rejected 

democracy (Heilbroner 1974, Ophuls 1977, Shearman and Smith 2007). Other 

environmental theorists have turned away from democratic politics without rejecting 

its political legitimacy, convinced that work in social movements, public opinion, or 

environmental ethics--work, that is, aimed at transforming mass preferences rather 

than facilitating their representation-- will contribute more over the long run.  Here I 

argue against these views that returning democracy to its majoritarian essence offers 

our best hope for environmentally just outcomes. 

 Democratic decision makers faced with environmental decisions seem to 

confront "right answers" they can either accept or ignore, rather than the real choice 

among policy alternatives democratic theory requires.  Normally democratic theory 

deals with these apparent "right answers" in one of two ways: either the policy is in fact 

a condition of possible democracy and may thus be required of would-be democratic 

decision makers, or the rightness of the policy must be affirmed by a majority of the 

demos to whom the decision makers are accountable.  Policies of the former type are 

commonly enshrined in constitutions or otherwise protected from everyday democratic 

policy flux (incidentally, this is why constitutional protections are not necessarily 

antidemocratic); they include things like the freedoms of speech and association 

without which democracy cannot function.  Policies of the latter type are justified 

without reference to democracy, but by some other idea that happens to be accepted by 

the relevant demos; they include things like road maintenance and postal service, 

neither of which is essential to democracy but both of which have widely accepted 

arguments legitimating them.  If a theory is to be democratic and not paternalistic, there 

can be no "right answers" except for these two types.  As Michael Walzer has written, "it 

is a feature of democratic government that the people have a right to act wrongly" 

(Walzer 1981, p. 385).  

 Unfortunately, environmental policies seem to have "right answers" that are 

neither constitutive of democracy nor accepted by the relevant demos.  For example, 

decision makers accountable to democratic publics are perfectly capable of supporting 

                                                                                                                                                                            
Theory, edited by Teena Gabrielson, Cheryl Hall, John M. Meyer, and David Schlosberg 
(2015), pp. 505-519. 
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extractive industries that contribute to climate change without regard for the long-term 

harms done to that same public, so long as those harms occur in the future or are 

otherwise invisible.  In cases like these, majority interest in things like food security and 

clean air are indeed vindicated by the "right answer" policy, though the present system 

fails to represent those interests.  Other kinds of environmental policies seem 

paternalistic because the consensus best choice among environmentalists conflicts with 

the views of the relevant demos (barring new development, banning incandescent 

lighting, or replacing roads with bike lanes are three of many possible examples).  In 

these cases, it would indeed be paternalistic from a democratic point of view to insist on 

the rightness of the policy in the face of public rejection: "democratic" is not a synonym 

for "good."  

 These, however, are the easy cases.  Other environmental policies are even more 

stubbornly paternalistic and thus even more challenging for democratic theory because 

in these cases, the very structure of the issue seems to determine the outcome 

regardless of people's democratic preferences.  Take, for example, a policy to protect 

some fragile habitat-dependent species whose medium term conservation is technically 

possible but politically costly.  Over time, democratic policy flux will effectively reduce 

the available policy choices to one: extinction. This is so because the normal policy flux 

that follows from alternation in power will drive a ratchet effect in which each win for 

the development side is permanent, while each win for the conservation side is 

temporary (Ellis 2008).  In cases like this one, democratic decision making seems 

constrained to reach a single outcome: if office-holders alternate as they should in a 

democracy, then sometimes development interests will prevail over those who would 

prevent development of land currently supporting fragile, habitat-dependent species.  

Each loss of viable habitat is permanent, and each instance of habitat preservation is 

temporary.  Thus almost regardless of the series of choices made by the demos, over the 

medium term there is only one possible policy outcome: extinction. This limit to 

democratic agency found in species conservation policy arises from structural 

incompatibility between democratic self-government and the dynamics of the policy 

itself.  

  This species conservation policy example points to the fact that there are some 

kinds of decisions that we simply cannot make for ourselves no matter how technically 

feasible or politically popular those decisions might be.  As long as biodiversity policy is 
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framed in terms of prevention of extinction of individual species, and as long as there is 

alternation in power and thus in policy as we should have in a democracy, then over 

time we seem limited to the single policy outcome of (eventual) extinction.   There is an 

important debate among democratic theorists about the significance of the fact of limits 

to democratic self-rule: some take the view that despite the normative stories we tell 

ourselves about obeying laws of our own making, what democracy really accomplishes 

is something less--exchanges of ruling elites, for example, or constraint of oligarchy 

(Schumpeter 1942, Przeworski 1999, 2010). But we need not resign ourselves to 

accepting that democratic ideals are merely legitimating myth just because some kinds 

of environmental action seem beyond the reach of democratic policy making.  Structural 

incompatibilities are not even unique to environmental issues.  Phillip Pettit worries 

about something similar in his study of the policy resilience of harsh criminal 

sentencing, which seems to persist for structural reasons independent of political will 

or the common good (2007). Whether it is criminal justice or species conservation, 

democratic theorists should worry about this kind of result.  Processes that lead to a 

single outcome no matter what the distribution of preferences do not look 

democratically legitimate.  

 Closely related to paternalism is the challenge of irreversibility.  Both problems 

challenge democracy at its most fundamental level, since both seem to undermine the 

possibility of democratic self-rule.  In a democracy the demos must make choices, and 

for choice to be real there must be genuine alternatives.  In his 1784 essay on 

enlightenment, Immanuel Kant argues that it is illegitimate for any generation to try to 

constrain future generation's choices (in this case, about religious doctrine).  In our own 

time, Adam Przeworski argues that an “essential feature of democracy is that nothing is 

decided definitively” (1999).  Each demos must be free to make decisions as it sees fit, 

subject as I noted above to the caveat that democracy itself must continue to be 

possible.  Thus in general democratic policies must be reversible.  This is easy to 

understand: if democracy is fundamentally about self-rule, and there are some policies 

that other people made that affect us, but that we cannot change, this strikes us as 

undemocratic.  Exactly what kinds of inherited policies should be fair game for 

democratic politics is a matter of ongoing contestation.  The most generally endorsed 

rule for deciding this matter is Kantian in spirit: everything that doesn't violate the 

conditions of possible democracy should be open to democratic decision making.  Thus 
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as I have already noted most theorists place basics like rule of law and freedom of 

expression under constitutional protection, with everything else subject to ongoing 

debate.  If you take for example one of the simplest glosses on what democracy means—

having a say in the policies that affect you—we can see that even for this simplest of 

democratic theories, democratic legitimacy depends upon the right to reverse existing 

policies.   

 Environmental policies are not the only irreversible policies, of course.  

Settlement of disputed territory aims at irreversibility, and nuclear war and other 

scorched-earth war efforts are particularly terrible because they cause permanent 

damage.  But these policies strike us as undemocratic in virtue of their irreversibility.  If 

I am negotiating about the boundaries of a disputed area of territory with you, and I 

send settlers into this area without your permission, you will rightly complain that you 

were not consulted.  You are affected by a policy in which you had no say; you are 

constrained by someone else's choice in an undemocratic manner.  Environmental 

politics contains a great many examples of the kind of irreversible action that offends 

democracy.  Exhaustion of non-renewable resources, extinction of species, pollution and 

salinization of groundwater, ocean acidification, desertification...over time spans 

relevant to anthropocentric democratic theory, none of these policies is reversible (de-

Shalit 1995, Callon, et al., 2011).   

 Even more troubling for democratic theory is that rejection of a policy on 

grounds of irreversibility often entails severe reduction of the scope of remaining 

democratic decision space (but see Humphrey 2001).  For example, one could argue 

that allowing pollution while taxing it is essentially selling the right to destroy nature; 

one might conclude after accepting such an argument that in this arena there exists but 

a single legitimate policy choice: zero emissions (Goodin 1994).  So the flip side of the 

democratic argument that we may not make irreversible decisions for others (including 

those outside our demos now and future generations) is that our own decisions are 

constrained by this very dynamic.  How democratic can it be for the demos to be told 

what decisions it must make regarding use of non-renewable resources, species 

conservation, groundwater, atmospheric and oceanic conditions, and agricultural policy 

(to return to our earlier list)?  It certainly strikes one as paternalistic, and this is how 

such messages have often been received in the public sphere.  Apparent paternalism 

rooted in irreversibility problems contributes to the structural difficulties faced by 
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environmental interests in democratic political contests; those with interests in 

sustainability can seem constrained to argue that democracies face choices that are 

quite limited in scope.   

 For irreversible policies, then, we have democratic theory demanding x and not-

x at once.   As I noted above, democratic theory suggests both that there can be only one 

legitimate decision regarding irreversible policies, and that every democratic decision 

that does not undermine democracy procedurally must involve at least two options.  

For example, we must conserve species for future decision making, especially because 

we are operating under conditions of uncertainty regarding the value of the species; but 

we ought not to face paternalistically predetermined policy outcomes unless these 

directly undermine the practice of democracy itself.  Democratic theorists may 

complain, for example, when people vote against their economic self-interest, but they 

cannot rule it out as illegitimate.  It would be a paternalistic mistake to replace the 

legitimate judgment of the demos with the judgment of the theorist, however 

reasonable she might be.  In the case of environmental policy, then, we frequently 

confront the following result: democratic theory prescribes both a single determined 

policy outcome (preservation of an endangered species, for example, so as not to reduce 

the scope of future decision making), and substantive choice among two or more 

outcomes.  

 A democratic people should under normal circumstances be empowered to 

weigh values against each other: do we prefer guns or butter? investment or 

consumption? preservation or development?  Democracies may choose to ignore 

arguments for the intrinsic value of unique and irreplaceable species, for example, as 

well as arguments for the rights of non-human animals or for the interconnectedness of 

all being on the planet.  The only values that democracies must in principle preserve are 

those that provide the conditions of possibility for democratic decision making.  To 

continue with the endangered species example, once we allow a species to go extinct, no 

further policy decision can be made about it.  But since we cannot substitute our 

theoretical judgment about the policy for that of the demos, shouldn't we respect a 

people's determination that the species has less value to them than the value that would 

accrue to them without it?  The problem is that the demos qua demos is an entity that 

persists over time, and we cannot know the value of the species for the demos over 

time.  Of course it is possible that the anthropocentric value of a given species may not 
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exceed the value achieved by its extinction, and in such a case there is no democratic 

argument for preservation.  But species extinction is irreversible, and we almost never 

have enough certainty even to make a good guess about the value of a species for the 

demos over time.   

 Complicating these challenges for democratic environmental policy even further 

is the usual presumption that the decision making body must have authority across 

space appropriate to the scope of the policy if it is to be held accountable. Conventional 

democratic theory presumes that a clearly delineated demos has interests within a 

clearly demarcated territory; decisions are made and decision makers held accountable 

as the results of those decisions are experienced and judged by that same demos.  In 

most decisions about environmental policy, none of these presumptions holds.  The 

case of acid rain caused by industrial pollution in one region affecting forests in another 

region first brought the problem of geographic scope to the attention of environmental 

theory.  The age-old issue of decisions in one region foreclosing opportunities in 

another becomes particularly fraught in environmental cases, whether the policy in 

question is dam-building, fisheries management, or overuse of the global atmospheric 

sink.  In this era of adaptation to climate change, the adjudication of decisions to employ 

geoengineering to cool the planet is an extreme example of a problem of geographic 

scope; just as no one in the Maldive Islands was consulted about the fossil fuel energy 

regime that is endangering their way of life by raising sea levels, no system is currently 

in place to require governments considering geoengineering efforts to gain the consent 

of people living in regions that might be disproportionately affected.  Conventional 

democratic theory presumes a bounded demos, while environmental policy reveals this 

premise to be nearly always counter-factual.  

 Democratic decisions can be made across borders, though the most powerful of 

our present array of international institutions are also the least democratic (the WTO, 

the European Commission, even the UNFCCC).  However, the consequences of a 

mismatch between the decision-making and policy-affected bodies raises a further issue 

of democratic environmental injustice (that is, of subordinating the environmental 

interests of most people to those of a few).  Scope problems systematically advantage 

the interests of extraction against the interests of sustainability.  Take, for example, the 

mandate of the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA), which is to prevent extinctions and 

promote recovery of endangered and threatened species.  Fulfilling this mandate is 
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difficult enough when the authority responsible is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or 

some other agency of the federal government in the United States, especially since many 

species are threatened by consequences of global climate change.  However, when 

authority for fulfilling the mandate of the ESA is devolved to the city council level, as is 

often the case for protection of species covered by regional habitat conservation plans 

(HCPs), the link between decision-making and accountability for outcomes is severed.  

City planners and members of habitat conservation planning committees recognize that 

they lack the authority to preserve species whose territory transcends local boundaries 

and whose fate is determined by a welter of factors, only some of which are under the 

control of the local city council.  Of course there are steps local authorities can take to 

preserve endangered species under their care, such as preventing development of 

pristine habitat or requiring mitigation for permitted development.  However, 

conditions of fragmented authority, lack of accountability, and scientific complexity and 

uncertainty make it structurally difficult for local city councils to justify the high costs of 

fulfilling the mandate of the ESA.  Instead, local planners will rely on other bodies to 

take action to protect endangered species existing across boundaries (Ellis 2008).  

 Scope problems play havoc with the decisionmaking-accountability link so 

essential to democratic rule (Dryzek 2011, p. 49), and these problems systematically 

privilege players on the extraction side of environmental conflicts.  To take another 

example, consider the recent debate in southern New Zealand over exploratory deep-

sea drilling.  Two cities in the region, Dunedin and Invercargill, were competing to 

become the onshore base for offshore oil exploration (Morris 2014).  As the mayors and 

chamber of commerce officials readily pointed out, they had no authority to determine 

the global or even the regional energy regime going forward.  They could choose to 

reject offshore oil drilling, but in the absence of broad collective action such a city-level 

choice would have overwhelmingly large local costs and vanishing small local benefits.  

The fragmented structure of democratic authority systematically benefits the extraction 

side of the policy debate, because the benefits of extraction are potentially excludable 

goods like jobs and hotel stays, while the benefits of sustainable policy are non-

excludable goods like spill-free environments and slightly delayed global warming.  In 

fact, for the more mobile side of the globalized economy (manufacture of consumer 

goods, say, as opposed to necessarily local sectors like food service or construction), 

scope problems regularly disable democratic decision and systematically advantage 
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extraction over sustainability because would-be extractors are able to select the demos 

most favorable to their interests, while would-be sustainers have difficulty assembling 

coalitions large enough to contain them.  As summarized in the news media, the leaked 

draft of the fifth IPCC working group III (mitigation) report implied that drops in rich 

countries' carbon emissions should be considered illusory since those countries have 

taken advantage of globalization to outsource much of their manufacturing to places 

where carbon emissions are rising fast (Gillis 2014).  The report itself speaks more 

blandly of "carbon leakage" and differences in national carbon accounting according to 

whether the carbon is measured at the site of production or the site of consumption 

(IPCC 2014).   

 But if the 2014 IPCC reports give us reason to worry about democratic solutions 

to environmental problems, they also give us reasons to return to democratic theory for 

answers.  True, the problems of paternalism and irreversibility present quite serious 

barriers to the resolution of our environmental problems by democratic means.  It can 

seem as if the legitimating structure of democratic self-rule was invented for another 

world in which small, isolated groups of people made choices together about the self-

regarding actions they would take.  However, democratic theory is in fact more nimble 

(and less dispensable) than such a narrowly historical view might imply.  The IPCC puts 

the current state of climate policy in stark terms that necessitate a democratic response: 

we face a choice between costly action now and ruinously costly and possibly futile 

action later (IPCC 2014).  Current policy is essentially a lien on future generations that 

funds present-day fossil fuel consumption (the report adds that governments today 

spend more subsidizing fossil fuels than adapting to climate change or shifting to 

renewable energy sources).  Unless we make drastic reductions in our emissions now, 

we will have to find a way to remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere (Gillis 

2014).  Though there are of course many ways to construct the landscape of interests in 

extraction and sustainability, the IPCC reports confirm that the benefits of "business as 

usual" accrue to a minority of all affected (whom Kant would call "rogues"), while the 

costs of business as usual (adaptation to rising sea levels, having to use expensive and 

as yet untried technology to remove other people's carbon emissions from the 

atmosphere, to name just two) are borne by quite a large majority.  Climate change 

policy, like most environmental policy, involves a conflict between a relatively small 

group interested in extraction, and a relatively large group interested in sustainability.  
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Of all political theoretical perspectives, democratic theory should be equipped to tell us 

how to redress injustice against a large majority. 

 

III 

 

 So far we have considered the challenges that the problem of irreversible policy 

decisions pose for environmental democracy, and begun to think about majoritarian 

democratic responses to these problems.  If irreversible decisions are inherently 

offensive to democratic freedom, then structuring politics to provide safer spaces 

within which choices can fluctuate is an attractive option.  Without proper framing, 

however, it is hard even to recognize irreversible and antidemocratic environmental 

decisions for what they are.  Thinking of these decisions as tragedies of the commons--

in which uncoordinated individual decision-makers are unable to reach collectively 

optimal outcomes--helps bring the real environmental interests at stake into clearer 

focus.   But if irreversibility poses challenges for conventional democratic thinking 

about politics, it raises even more challenging questions for policies structured as 

tragedies of the commons.  Hardin's worry that freedom in the commons brings ruin to 

all takes on a much more sinister aspect when the ruin in question is the potentially 

irreversible loss of ecosystem services on which everyone depends.    

 Here I combine three ways of seeing political behavior in order to make these 

dangerous dynamics visible and in order to point out possibilities for a more successful 

environmental democracy.  Our most pressing environmental problems can be seen as 

tragedies of the commons, but--as I argue in more detail below--we need to distinguish 

between general tragic conflicts and what I call elite tragedies of the commons, in which 

tiny minorities interested in short-run extraction of resources take advantage of the 

lack of coordination among members of the overwhelming majority interested in the 

sustainable provision of ecosystem services (things like clean water, fresh air, and 

secure food).  What can explain the continued lack of coordination among people in 

both kinds of tragedies, given their strong interests in achieving better outcomes?  In 

part the majoritarian lens that distinguishes between the two types of tragedy can also 

help us devise institutions that would facilitate coordination against general and elite 

free riding.   
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 But more fundamentally, the coordination problem in environmental cases is a 

problem of time-inconsistent behavior of the sort George Akerlof discusses in his 

famous treatment of procrastination and obedience (Akerlof 1991).  Especially in cases 

where the connections between many uncoordinated actions and their collectively 

suboptimal result are hard to see (much harder, for example, than an overgrazed 

commons), and especially when the impact of actions takes place over large gaps of 

time and space, people will not be able to take proper account of these impacts when 

they make decisions.  This same logic applies to our preferred frames of public 

discourse, and even, I argue, to our selection of the scholarly theories we use to 

understand environmental politics: in both cases, we use uncertainty to excuse 

ourselves from unpleasant realities while turning toward more comforting frames and 

theories despite their manifest empirical disconfirmation.  Thus the Akerlofian 

procrastination model gives us a good picture not only of how nice people turn into 

Milgram's monsters and how nice people turn into debt-riddled addicts, but also how 

we fail to face up to the losses and harm being done to us.  And it's a hard lesson to 

learn, because we have to reject all our comforting stories about governance and win-

win stakeholder deliberation and accept that, common-interest rhetoric to the contrary, 

the few have not been acting in the interests of the many.   

 If you look at the best work in climate futures, done at places like Princeton and 

the Potsdam Institute, you will see that scholars are finally recognizing that our most 

pressing environmental problems are now political, not technical.  Some people are still 

calling for "political will," while others are, fortunately, recognizing the role that 

institutions and elite framing of public discourse have played in preventing action.  But 

though the first steps are being taken, comforting old models are hard to give up.  

Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate change director (and one 

of next year's Princeton Climate Futures speakers) Ottmar Edenhofer, for example, 

recommends that the IPCC going forward do more to advise policy makers on the 

specific steps they need to take at every level to reach sustainability, but notes that the 

experience of the political markup of the executive summary of WGII's part of the AR3 

cautions us against regionally specific messages (Carraro, et al. 2015; on this see also 

Broome 2014).  If you look at the models of human and natural systems being used by 

groups like the Mercator Institute, they recognize that scientific consensus does not 

translate smoothly into public policy, even calling into question the idea of value 
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neutrality; however, "public debate" is still expected automatically to generate 

outcomes that serve the common interest (Edenhofer and Kowarsch 2015). These 

models of change are big steps forward, yet they are missing the crucial elements of 

power and conflicts of interest.  We have to stop presuming that achieving consensus is 

a question of quality information.  We have to stop treating processes as outcomes: this 

is a tactic that serves the interests of extraction far too well, allowing them to play for 

time while the prospects for collectively optimal outcomes dwindle. It is up to 

governments to resolve these collective action problems by, for example, setting and 

enforcing rules that take account of externalities like emissions and unsustainable 

extraction.  Ten big oil and gas companies recently called on governments to do just 

that: in the absence of a binding regime of rules, anyone taking costly first steps makes 

themselves a patsy for the others.  Thus even the extraction industry recognizes that 

without coordination they cannot achieve actions that are in their best interests.  We 

need commitment mechanisms that can resolve both kinds of tragic coordination 

problem.  

 

IV 

 

I take it that I do not need to convince my readers that environmental challenges of an 

unprecedented scale, complexity, and seriousness face humankind today (if I am wrong 

about this, see Steffen, et al. 2015 or IPCC 2014).  Instead, in this section I am trying to 

make plausible a different set of related propositions: first, most environmental 

problems today involve a conflict between the interests of the few in extracting short-

run gains, and the interests of the overwhelming majority in the sustainable provision 

of ecosystem services; second, most environmental problems today involve some sort 

of tragedy of the commons, but are often not general problems of the commons but 

problems of elite free-riding; and finally, most environmental issues should therefore be 

framed not as "human-versus-natural-interest" but as "some-human-versus-some-

other-human-interest."3 

                                                        
3 Of course right-thinking human beings recognize the intrinsic value of non-human 
nature.  Operating as I am within the confines of democratic theory, the interests of non-
human nature would have to be represented by groups of human beings convinced of 
their value, just as other interests are represented.  Thanks to Melissa Lane for 
reminding me about this.   
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 However much we might wish to deny it, human beings are dependent on the 

provision of ecosystem services for their survival.  We eat food produced by plants that 

depend on pollination by animals.  We breathe air produced by plants, drink water 

filtered by natural systems like mangrove forests, we enjoy the atmospheric shelter 

provided by the ozone layer, and so on: while pretty much everyone understands the 

basic concept of ecosystem services, hardly anyone outside the scientific community 

understands their inherent interdependence, complexity, and resistance to 

measurement, even to observation.  We know that as natural animals we evolved in an 

environment that made survival and reproduction possible, but we really have no idea 

how many changes we can make to that environment before the provision of services 

becomes unsustainable (Urban 2015, IPCC 2014).   

 The unimaginable difference in scales makes it especially hard for people to 

come to terms with threats to ecosystem services.  Take the problem of extinction, for 

example.  People tend to ask, well isn't extinction natural?  And of course it is natural.  

Ecosystems are dynamic, not static, and it is normal for about one species per million to 

go extinct each year (MESA 2005).  There are debates about the current rate of 

extinction, but these are debates about orders of magnitude: is the current extinction 

rate hundreds or thousands or tens of thousands of times higher than normal?  Your 

estimated rate of extinctions depends on lots of assumptions in the model: do you count 

zombie species (also known as exinction debt)? Do you presume the politically useful 

but almost certainly counterfactual rise in global mean temperature of two degrees 

Celsius, and if more, how much more?  Do you include habitat fragmentation in your 

calculations or simply habitat loss?  Do you presume species mobility in response to 

climate change or no mobility or somewhere in between?  What is certain is that we are 

experiencing an extinction event comparable to the one that wiped out the dinosaurs.  

People say, doesn't biodiversity recover after extinction events?  Well, yes it does, but 

not in a time frame relevant to human beings.   

 And relevance to human interest is what matters for democratic theory.  For the 

purposes of this paper, the extinction crisis is relevant insofar as it affects ecosystem 

services.  The United Nations divides these into four categories: provision (fodder, 

lumber, food), regulation (clean water, fresh air), support (pollination, distribution), 

and culture (which includes things like aesthetic value, commitment to protect nature, 

and so forth) (MESA 2005).  We know, for example, that higher biodiversity tends to 
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support ecosystem services generally, but we do not know how each instance of loss or 

gain affects what kinds of ecosystem services.  Recall that ecosystem services translate 

into the interests that are relevant for democratic theory.  These interests can even 

conflict: if I set aside wide borders for wild flowers next to my orchard, I may purchase 

pollination (support) services at the expense of yield (provision).   We are pretty sure 

about benefits from ecosystem services like pest eradication, carbon storage, soil 

quality, food security, water filtration, and so forth.  We also know that we don't know 

nearly enough about interdependence among these complex systems.  Will increasingly 

efficient removal of krill from the Southern ocean interfere with the global food supply 

(Grossmann 2015)?  Will our agricultural practices leave us short of pollinators, water, 

and soil?  Can we replace some ecosystem service providers with others: fog-sipping 

tussocks with irrigated grasslands? apex predators with game management? rainforest 

based carbon capture with managed forestry?  We know a little about these questions 

but not nearly enough.  

 As I began to argue in section III, in this context of high stakes and extreme 

uncertainty, the management of ecosystem service provision looks a lot like a classic 

tragedy of the commons.  Garrett Hardin famously lays out this dynamic in a 1968 paper 

in Science.  Using the example of herders' individual incentives to add a goat to an 

unenclosed commons beyond the field's sustainable capacity to feed them, Hardin noted 

that the benefits of each additional goat accrue to the individual herder, while the costs 

are distributed across the entire community.  In the absence of some mechanism of 

cooperation, uncoordinated individuals will exhaust the capacity of the resources that 

sustain them all, not because they are evil or backwards or even excessively 

individualistic, but because they lack the institutional means to coordinate their 

activities (see Mackie 2003).  Hardin draws analogies with pollution, parking regulation, 

and population control, and points out two main strategies for resolving this kind of 

collective action problem: privatization, and regulation.  Others, notably Elinor Ostrom 

and her many readers and collaborators, have described additional means of social 

coordination, especially self-organization at a local scale (Ostrom 1990, Ostrom et al., 

1999).  However, for our purposes, both Hardin's model and Ostrom's modification of it 

require some amending.  While they investigate a single basic dynamic the disables the 

collective action necessary to manage common-pool resources, we need to distinguish 

two types of free riding: general, and elite. 
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 Take the case of the present-day Xilinguole grasslands, northwest of Beijing 

(Dong et al. 2015).  The grasslands not only provide fodder for thousands of herders' 

flocks, but also ecosystem services like water and soil conservation, tourism, and 

climate regulation.  Despite efforts by the state to confine herders to designated plots (a 

mode of Hardin's privitization solution, though without capitalist property rights), the 

grasslands continue to degrade.  Causes include overgrazing, increased grain 

production, climate change, drought, and increased coal mining (which uses a lot of 

water: 86% of the region's water use is by the mining industry, which also releases 

polluted water [Dong et al. 2015]).  Herders report shortages of fodder and increased 

vulnerability to natural shocks like extreme snowstorms.  Herders are not the only ones 

to suffer: residents of Beijing have suffered increasingly frequent and extreme sand 

storms blown off the grasslands, and everyone on earth suffers from reduced carbon 

sequestration and increased carbon emissions.   

 Here we have a tragedy of the commons that both conforms to Hardin's model 

and differs from it.  Overgrazing beyond the land's sustainability threshold is classic 

Hardin-style general free riding.  According to a recent survey, most herders would like 

to add to their flocks (Dong et al. 2015).  But in addition to widespread individual free 

riding, we also have elite free riding: coal production in the region does not benefit the 

herders, who still use cow dung for fuel: both the fuel and the profits are collected by 

outsiders, who leave the local costs of their enterprise for the herders to pay.  There are 

two kinds of environmental collective action problems we need to address, both of 

which involve extracting excludable benefits while externalizing non-excludable costs: 

general free-riding, such as overgrazing by Xilinguole herders, and elite free-riding, like 

the extraction of resources and externalization of costs by the mining industry.  

 While the case of the Xilinguole grasslands includes both the general and elite 

types of free riding, the current global energy regime leans toward the latter dynamic: 

instead of everyone externalizing their individual costs at everyone’s collective expense 

(as in a classic tragedy of the commons), a tiny minority are externalizing their costs at 

everyone’s present and future expenses.  

 Earlier in the paper I defined democratic injustice as the setting aside of majority 

interest for the benefit of the few. There are many different ways to describe the way 

this tragedy-of-the-commons dynamic has played out with regard to energy and climate 

policy, and nearly all of them offend democratic justice.  In contrast to the prevailing 
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framing of the issue, numerous studies demonstrate that the actual costs of transition to 

a low-carbon energy regime will be minimal, and that the biggest barriers to such 

transition are things like accounting problems (incorporation of externalized costs, for 

example) and the political power of the existing high-carbon production regime.  While 

the experts agree that transition is affordable and delay ruinously expensive, most 

political rhetoric focuses on short-run costs distributed to households (Stern 2006).4 In 

fact according to a report commissioned for the TEEB5, no large energy-intensive 

industry would be profitable today if we took externalities into account (TEEB 2013).  

The rhetoric of collective sacrifice is a frame, like the human-versus-non-human frame, 

that systematically benefits the interests of extraction (Maniates and Meyer 2010).  

Transition to low-carbon energy is more like the abolition of slavery than like the taking 

of strong medicine, though that is how it is usually framed.  Huge sums were lost by 

those with interests in slave-holding.  But overall, the non-slave-holding economy was 

more productive than its predecessor (Hayes 2014).    

 How policies are framed in the public sphere constrains political possibility.  For 

example, as Jane Mansbridge has argued, egalitarianism is the default principle of 

justice for most of us, and inegalitarian policies have to shelter behind barriers like 

invisibility or exclusion in order to survive what she calls the logic of formal justice 

(Mansbridge 2005).  So in the case of the de facto exclusion of American blacks from full 

citizenship, when the argument that blacks were subhuman became unavailable, and 

then the unjust oppression of blacks became undeniable (among other reasons, because 

images of white policemen setting dogs on peaceful protesters could not be ignored), 

then conditions were ripe for at least some improvements in the civil condition of this 

group.   It is a long story that goes back at least to Kant, but what concerns us in this 

paper is how this progressive dynamic in the public sphere can be short-circuited.  In 

                                                        
4 So for example in recent debate over New Zealand's "intended nationally determined 
contribution" to the reduction of global greenhouse gas emissions to be agreed at the 
Paris summit in December 2015, the Ministry for Environment published a table 
showing the amount by which each household in the country would have to reduce its 
consumption in order to meet different targets, with costs ranging from about one to 
several thousand dollars.  The last line of the table estimated average household 
consumption in 2027 if we were to take no action at all on climate change at more than 
NZD 80,000: an attractive sum compared to a current average wage of less than NZD 
75,000 (NZ 2015).   
5 TEEB stands for "The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity," which is an 
initiative under the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP). 
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the case of environmental policy today, most victims are socially disadvantaged and 

relatively invisible; even when the victims are more visible, the chain of causes from 

environmental harm to environmental suffering is not easy to follow.   

 We are used, for example, to images of suffering Bangladeshi farmers, and the 

new suffering caused by climate change is not different enough visually to make much 

of an impression, at least in most of the developed world.  There are many different 

ways to frame the suffering of a coastal farmer whose land is threatened by salt-water 

intrusion caused by anthropogenic climate change.  We might say that all of these 

coastal farmers (and polar hunters, and mangrove fishing communities...) are being 

harmed by the excessive emission of greenhouse gases by those in more energy-

intensive economies.6  We could sharpen the contrast by focusing on the real 

opportunity costs of not having taken steps in the developed world toward a clean 

energy regime in the 70s and 80s (when the need was obvious to scientists even at 

Exxon), or at the latest by the 1990s (when the world committed itself to the Kyoto 

Protocol).  In this second version, even more people's wellbeing is sacrificed to even 

fewer people's short-run interests (though of course the current system does manage to 

distribute responsibility for investments in fossil fuels over a relatively broad group 

that of course remains far short of a global majority).   

 Again, democratic injustice occurs when the interests of most people are set 

aside to benefit the few: Kantian rogues, Lockean polecats, and environmental 

extractors all fit that bill.  Oppression of the many by the few offends democratic justice, 

whether the offenders are large landholders in El Salvador using private violence to 

repress their workforce, white South African supporters of apartheid opposed to black 

political empowerment, or plutocratically captured legislators setting rules that 

perpetuate gross inequality (see Ellis 2015).  Think of U.S. President Barack Obama’s 

suggestion that the climate change negotiators preparing for the so-called “last chance 

summit” in Paris 2015 should not seek a binding treaty but instead pursue a voluntary 

agreement and rely on naming and shaming free riders to achieve coordination.  Two 

things could be happening here: first, Obama might be representing the fossil fuel 

industry against the rest of us, and a merely voluntary agreement would keep people 

                                                        
6 This is just what was said, for example, in an unsuccessful petition to the Organization 
of American States for damages on behalf of the people of the Inuit Circumpolar Council 
(ICC 2005).  
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talking while extraction continues.  Second, and possibly more plausibly, Obama could 

be making a rational effort to get coordination under extreme super-majoritarian 

conditions.  Presuming that a binding international treaty might succeed at least in part, 

the interests of all the present-day inhabitants of the world and the next few 

generations at least rest in the hands of a few people from Kentucky (coal), Texas (oil), 

and Wyoming (gas).  It turns out that a binding international treaty needs to be ratified 

by two thirds of the U.S. Senate, whose representatives are already radically super-

majoritarian because they are elected on the basis of geography rather than population.  

The ratio is impossible to calculate with any precision, but the number of people 

represented by climate change deniers in the U.S. Senate is far less than 100 million, 

while the world population is more than 7 billion. A conservative estimation of how 

super-majoritarian this decision to leave the climate future up to the voluntary 

commitments that we have seen working—or more precisely not working—since Kyoto 

might be about 70:1, disenfranchised versus enfranchised.  

 In most environmental policy, then, the division of interests fits this pattern: we 

have the interests of the overwhelming majority of people in the sustainable provision 

of things like fresh air, clean water, and food security, pitted against the short-term 

interests of a small group of people with interests in unsustainable extraction of natural 

resources (Ellis 2015).  The frame of human versus non-human interests is sometimes 

accurate (it would be accurate, for example, if we were faced with an invasion of hungry 

and hyperintelligent telepaths who sought to domesticate us for food).  But most often 

the human versus non-human interests frame serves to distract us from the real 

structure of interests at play.  To take an example from my earlier work on species 

conservation policy, there was a case in which people in San Diego California wanted to 

build a school on a piece of land that turned out to be inhabited by a rare and protected 

species of aquatic invertebrate (Ellis 2008).  When permission to develop the site was 

denied, the people said that the government prefers shrimp to children.  This is how it 

seemed to them, of course.  But if we look at the background of the decision we see that 

the developer who originally owned all the land in that area, including the houses and 

shopping centers and the plot donated to the state for future school building, knew just 

where the endangered fairy shrimp were located.  He offered that plot to the state, and 

developed the rest himself.  The frame of extractor versus sustainer better captures the 

real conflict of interest than the human versus non-human interest frame, which as we 
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see in this example serves to hide the interests of the developer from the eyes of the 

people.   

 In a 2008 article, John Meyer suggested that environmentalists adopt a more 

populist frame that rejects elitist technocratic constructions in favor of the material 

experience of ordinary people.  In my view Meyer takes the reform of the environmental 

public sphere in the majoritarian direction half as far as it should go: in Meyer's half of 

the lesson we learn from populist wisdom to respect the lived experience of the many; 

the other half of populist wisdom, however, is criticism of elite free-riding.  Of course 

this language is scary.  We rightly come to the defense of vulnerable minorities in 

danger of abuse by majoritarian bullying.  But we must differentiate between minorities 

according to their vulnerability to domination (Shapiro forthcoming, Shapiro 1999).  

The minority with short-term interests in extraction includes investors in exploration 

for fossil fuels, owners of polluting factories, car manufacturers who falsify their 

emissions controls, and so forth.7   The populist language abusing elite free riders is 

vivid and emotional for a reason: they externalize their costs at our expense.  Whether 

it’s Locke on polecats and vermin or turn of the century robber barons, the language of 

populism identifies enemies of majority interest and associates them with criminality, 

disease, and other unhealthful threats to collective wellbeing.  The implication is that 

they ought to be removed for the sake of the whole, pruned like cankers from a hedge or 

exterminated like rats in a city.  Populist critique is dangerously close to hate speech, 

and certainly we must avoid conspiracy theory or explanations of complex structural 

phenomena through simple and false narratives about some shadowy group 

responsible for our misery.  But our commitment to protecting the vulnerable should 

not blind us to this aspect of the structure of environmental conflict: most 

                                                        
7 Here I find myself disagreeing with John Medearis, who embraces democratic conflict 
but disavows the identification of political enemies.  There is a potential populist error 
here, but it is not the recognition of really conflicting interests.  The error would lie in 
mistaking actual individual human beings for true representative of their roles in 
society.  While identifying individual fat cats and robber barons is tempting, it is a 
mistake, especially in this economy where not only risk but responsibility is widely 
distributed.  So for example even a committed environmentalist fighting for the cause of 
disinvestment from fossil fuels may find herself stuck on the wrong side of the populist 
divide when she looks at her 401K.  Just as the individualization of risk serves the cause 
of capital by distracting the many from the structural sources of their suffering, so does 
the individualization of responsibility serve the same cause by distracting us from the 
hydra-headed menace of elite free riding.  
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environmental conflict pits a minority interested in extraction against a majority 

interested in sustainability.    

 We need to replace our environmental frame of human-versus-non-human 

interests with a more realistic frame of some-humans-versus-some-other-humans.  

However, this change alone will not redeem the environmental public sphere.  We 

should also change the environmental policy frame of "preventing future disaster" to 

"addressing present harm and preventing more harm in the future."  We all know that 

talk of the need to take urgent, costly action now to prevent uncertain, invisible, but 

potentially scary harm in the future is a sure recipe for paralysis.  George Akerlof 

described it perfectly in his 1991 paper on procrastination: as long as we are making 

rational choices in a limited time frame without long-run commitment mechanisms in 

place, we will always choose the short-run, more certain benefit.8   

 But apart from the pragmatic shortcomings of the prevent-future-disaster frame, 

it is simply inconsistent with reality.  Environmental harms are already with us (see 

especially Maniates and Meyer 2010).  They are distributed unevenly and fall most 

heavily on the most vulnerable.  But even among the lucky few, the opportunity costs of 

not having chosen sustainable policies earlier are taking their toll.   

 A simple example of this is the disappearance of New Zealand's once-powerful 

dawn chorus.  People who sailed with Captain Cook reported hearing bird song from a 

quarter mile offshore; those on land said that it was sometimes even "deafening."  Now 

to hear the dawn chorus as it once was, we would have to travel to an offshore 

ecological sanctuary like Codfish Island, and even there in predator-free splendor, the 

                                                        
8 Incidentally, this dynamic also at least partly explains the persistent threat of 
oligarchy.  It is not that the ambitious few threaten the state because of their especially 
rotten character.  I don't know, but I would guess that bad character is distributed fairly 
evenly across social divides.  Oligarchy is a constant threat because the gains of 
successful oligarchic collaboration are large, divided among members of a relatively 
small group, and available in the short run (also, though this argument is different, it is 
easier to overcome collective action problems among a small group).  If you think about 
the way you prioritize your academic and professional life, you will be able to 
experience these same kinds of motivation.  Imagine that you are working on your best 
book yet, the book that will revolutionize the way people understand politics.  It should 
take you another hundred or so full days of work to complete it.  Now imagine that your 
head of department asks you to submit a last-minute application for an internal grant 
that no one has yet applied for and that offers some generous short-term benefits 
(maybe a course release and a bursary).  How are you going to spend your next day of 
work?  This is the same motivation that gives us the ever-present threat of oligarchy. 
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chorus is only a fraction of what it once was.  Another simple example of the presently 

distributed costs of yesterday's poor environmental policy is our inability to catch game 

fish to rival the trophy catches of yesteryear.  Prizewinning fish today are normally less 

than half, often much less than half, the size of catches from the beginning of the last 

century.   

 These relatively happy examples, of course, pale in comparison to the more 

serious prices that we are paying for poor environmental decisions: as the Guardian 

reported in 2015, for example, the number of people dying in the world from air 

pollution now exceeds deaths from malaria and HIV/AIDS combined (Carrington 2015).  

Public commitments to the fossil fuel energy regime and to automobility have rendered 

us fat, sick, and estranged from nature and each other.  The causal chains are tough to 

follow, but there is good reason to argue that climate change and especially newly 

extreme and more frequent droughts have led not only to hunger and thirst but 

contributed to political instability and violent conflict.  More direct environmental costs 

include degradation of what we are now calling "biosphere integrity" (Steffan et al. 

2015).9   Every species that goes extinct (and this is now dozens per day) represents an 

unquantifiable loss of value for human beings, from the cultural pleasure that comes 

from live representatives of national symbols to the medicinal value of uniquely evolved 

solutions to environmental challenges to the resilience to natural shocks that more 

biodiverse systems offer.  When we replace complex and specialized systems like the 

coastal habitat of sea turtles and mangroves with simple ones like shrimp farms and 

jellyfish, in the process Jeremy Jackson has described as the "rise of slime," most of us 

lose (Pandolfi et al. 2005).   

 So it is a mistake to frame environmental conflict without paying attention to the 

divisions among different groups of human beings, and it is a mistake to take the 

present day as the baseline for environmental loss, and it is a mistake to ignore 

externalities like pollution and habitat destruction in calculating the costs and benefits 

of environmental policy.  We should instead call attention to the division of loss and 

benefit, to the opportunity costs hidden in the status quo, and to the social burden of 

                                                        
9 This used to be the "biodiversity" category, but as the planetary boundaries model is 
fundamentally anthropocentric, and as definitively defining biodiversity is widely 
recognized as impossible (Maclaurin and Sterelny 2008), it has been modified to include 
both functional and genetic biodiversity.  We may well only be able to preserve "the 
tools" rather than "the genes."   
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externalized costs.  For some reason these lessons seem to have been learned, at least 

among scholars, with regard to the global financial crisis but not with regard to 

environmental policy, even though the same basic dynamics are at work.   

 Marx called our attention to the phenomenon of alienated labor, in which the 

products of most people's labor power are appropriated by capital and then wielded by 

capital against people, subjecting them to domination and undermining their 

opportunities to pursue their versions of the good life.  The idea of alienation is 

important here especially because of the way it captures the way each of us contributes 

to the means of our own domination.  What was our own confronts us as alien power.  

John Medearis has recently applied the idea of alienation to describe, among other 

things, the way the Walmart economy achieves domination through alienation: poor 

and middle class American people shop for goods made by poor foreigners under 

appalling conditions and thereby undermine their own opportunities to find decent 

local work (Medearis 2015).  Medearis explains alienation as "the condition that exists 

when their common action returns to people in the form of social forces, relations, or 

institutions that dominate some or all of them and enable some people to oppress or 

exploit others" (90-91).   

 But if the economic applications of the concept of alienation are sobering, the 

environmental applications are just devastating: we are seeing the gathering up of the 

common resources of the many by the few who then wield them against everyone, 

threatening everyone's access to basic ecosystem services like clean water, fresh air, 

and secure food.  Hardin's "freedom in the commons brings ruin to all" has never rung 

more true, even if he missed the elite aspects of free riding.  Marx and Medearis's 

workers are subordinated with their own labor power; environmental alienation 

undermines the conditions of possible human thriving, all of which depends on 

ecosystem services, though the elite expect to buy their way out of the worst of it.  Just 

as Walmart and other low-cost retailers and fast food providers externalize costs of 

worker subsistence onto the state, just as the financial industry privatizes gains while 

transferring losses to the public sector, so fossil-fuel intensive production shifts the 

costs of doing business to everyone else.  
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V 

 

Now I would like to shift my attention to the second part of the story: our institutions.  

Our current institutions have been generating both general and elite tragedies rather 

than serving majority interests in the sustainable provision of ecosystem services.  On 

the one hand, we have been avoiding taking collective action to constrain general free-

riding on limited resources.  On the other, we have installed myriad counter-democratic 

institutions that have unsurprisingly delivered policies that serve the interests of elite 

free riders.  The answer to both kinds of tragedy is real majoritarian democracy.  

Despite the kinds of obstacles I mentioned at the beginning of the paper and in earlier 

work, we should not in the end be discouraged about democracy's capacity to constrain 

both kinds of free riding.  Democracy can work, it just hasn't been tried.   

 When does democracy work to vindicate the interests of the many?  When 

organized civil society interacts with the right kind of majoritarian institutions to 

overcome the natural advantages of the few.  In other words: rarely.  But it does happen.  

One of the most famous examples of democracy constraining oligarchic interest 

occurred in the United States in the aftermath of the second World War.  As Theda 

Skocpol tells the story, veterans returning from the defeat of fascism expected their fair 

share of social benefits (Skocpol et al., 1999).  The bill proposed in Congress offered a 

meager set of short-term educational and housing allowances.  But civil society, 

organized into federated mass-membership organizations capable of delivering 

immediate electoral pain to their representatives, pushed for and got a transformative 

package that initiated an unprecedented period of social mobility, one that only came to 

an end with the neoliberalism of the 1980s.  

 So what has happened to democratic theory and practice since the 1980s?  The 

full story is a matter for another paper; here we can begin with the observation that 

they have moved from already pretty counter-majoritarian to their present-day even-

more-counter-majoritarian status. From there I'll just say a couple of things. 

 The literature on democratic theory has over the past twenty years focused 

mainly on the failings of representative democracy and the advantages of deliberative 

or epistemic approaches to what is sometimes called "democratic governance."  New 

consensus-based governance is supposed to reach across the conflicts exacerbated by 
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conventional democracy and find reasonable solutions to common human problems. 

One thought has been that democratic institutions have inherent disadvantages due to 

their popular nature: they are said to be irrational, volatile, unstable, and even 

dangerous.  Another line of argument takes its bearings from the same place that we do 

in this paper, observing that the present system is not delivering policies that serve 

most people's interests.  Rather than seeking majoritarian reform, however, this line of 

argument seeks to bypass or at least supplement the representative institutions that 

have disappointed our democratic expectations and turn instead to alternative means 

like stakeholder deliberation.  Elsewhere I argue that the practical result of many of the 

efforts in deliberation has been to accelerate the bias in policymaking toward the short-

run interests of the few (Ellis 2013).  Here I will simply observe that both deliberative 

and epistemic theories of democracy seek not to constrain oligarchy, manage power in 

the interests of most people, or mitigate democratic injustice, but instead to find the 

right answers to policy questions (in my survey of some majoritarian theories below I 

develop this point a bit). 

 Not only are these worries about conventional democracy misguided, they also 

lack application.  Democracy is not a flawed means of environmental decision-making.  

It is an untried one.  Though as I said I cannot do justice to the topic here, I shall simply 

list a few elements of the counter-majoritarian status quo.  At the global level, 

consensus based processes mediating among sovereign nations ensure a minority veto 

over all policy.  Most constitutions build in counter-majoritarian elements such as 

supermajority requirements for amendments or for fiscal or other types of legislation, 

judicial review, and delegation of decision making to appointed bodies of private 

citizens.  The ephemeral threat of majority tyranny has, since at least the eighteenth 

century, successfully allowed elite free riders to hide behind minority protections while 

using their power to dominate the rest.  As Nadia Urbinati has written, democracy need 

not "stay frozen in the non-democratic choices made by its founders" (Urbinati 2006).  

Fortunately there are resources available in both the history of political thought and in 

present-day political practice that can aid us in suggesting reforms of the existing 

system in the democratic direction. In the age of environmental crisis this could hardly 

be more urgent. 
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 So having said too little on the status quo let me finally review some of the 

literature I am calling "actual" or "majoritarian" democratic theory.10  All of these works 

have been published in the last ten years, most even more recently.  Common to these 

works, and alien to their deliberative and epistemic opponents, is the conviction that 

politics can only be an ongoing struggle.  Deliberative and epistemic democrats alike 

seek a common good that simply is not there to be found; eliding real differences in 

interests between the extractive few and the many who rely on sustainable ecosystem 

services, deliberative and epistemic democrats search for the reasonable, stable, and 

definitive expression of the general will.  But just as there is no Promethean techno-dad 

waiting in the wings to save us from environmental degradation, neither is there an 

ideal set of policies that, if reached, will allow us to put away this messy business of 

politics.  The fictional general will fetishized by everyone from Condorcet to Arrow to 

Riker would, if found, only undermine itself by giving the now-definitively-identified 

permanent losers a reason to grab their pitchforks and head to the hills.  The cyclical 

variations in aggregated social choice that so worried Arrow and Riker actually work to 

stabilize democratic systems: if you have hope that even though you are a loser today, 

you might win tomorrow, you have good reason to remain in loyal opposition (see 

Miller 1983).   

 The majoritarian democratic view further argued that democracy is not properly 

understood as a regime that can be achieved and then ticks along more or less 

independently unless brought down by disaster or corruption.  Democracy is instead a 

multi-faceted effort to manage power and constrain domination.  Medearis would add 

that democracy is an effort to maintain egalitarian control over power and its potential 

to oppress, exploit, and dominate. Here again the old distinction between the many who 

want to avoid domination and the few who seek to exercise it is apt. Democracy 

includes many different institutions, not just a non-dictatorial type of regime: 

deliberation, participation, social movements, arguments in the public sphere, and of 

course electoral and other instruments of representation. Oligarchy is a constant 

danger, and democracy is an ongoing process. 

 These majoritarian democrats criticize a couple of basic mistakes made by most 

other democratic theorists.  The first mistake is to focus on foundings, on contractarian 

                                                        
10 I want to include at least the following authors in this category: Jeffrey Green, John 
McCormick, John Medearis, John Meyer, Melissa Schwartzberg, and Ian Shapiro. 
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first principles as if power were not ubiquitous but were suddenly generated by 

autonomous individuals' decision to emerge from the state of nature.  Political power is 

always present (that's why Hobbes's account of sovereignty by acquisition is more 

relevant to actual politics than the more famous one of sovereignty by institution). We 

shouldn't ask how can power be justified but how it can be managed to avoid 

domination (as Ian Shapiro would put the point).  The second mistake is to focus on the 

state as the sole source of domination: the phantom of majority tyranny looms large in 

these mistaken accounts: in fact there are sources of domination both within and 

outside the state, and focusing on weakening the state just makes us prey to those 

dominators the state might have kept in check.  Making this second mistake is like 

overthrowing the tyranny of the shepherd and being surprised when the wolves arrive 

and feast on the sheep. 

 I have already mentioned John Meyer's 2008 theory of populist environmental 

discourse.  For Meyer, environmental discourse becomes populist when ordinary 

people experience threats to their material well being: their groundwater is polluted, 

their air made dangerous, in short, their concrete life prospects are threatened.  Much 

existing environmental discourse has a paternalist bent, in that it seeks technocratic 

solutions based on elite rationality and sees public opinion as an irrational obstacle.  

Meyer's preferred environmental rhetoric is instead populist, arising from the material 

experience of ordinary people and seeking to redress environmental problems that 

immediately influence their lives.  "Rather than privileging an abstract scientific 

discourse, the environmental justice movement emphasizes local knowledge rooted in 

the particularities of place and community" (Meyer 2008, 225).  Environmental justice 

is the paradigmatic mode of populist environmental rhetoric for Meyer, and he offers 

advice from that movement for climate change activists, who have thus far mostly 

restricted themselves to paternalist tactics: "to rethink solutions to the seemingly 

global, abstract, long-term, intellectual issue of climate change in terms of everyday 

material concerns could serve to dramatically expand the constituencies for which this 

is salient" (Meyer, 232; see also Bain et al. 2015). As I said above, Meyer's celebratory 

populism needs to be supplemented with a critical populism that makes elite free-riding 

visible.  But in his emphasis on the conflict between the many and the few, and his 

unwillingness to replace democratic conflict with technocratic consensus, Meyer makes 

a substantial contribution to what I am calling actual or majoritarian democratic theory.   
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 Like Meyer, John Medearis shies away from criticism of elite free-riding.  In Why 

Democracy is Oppositional (2015), Medearis argues that the system confronts the people 

as alienated in the same way that labor confronts workers as alien power in Marx's 

account of capitalism.  "Democratic action...responds perennially to apparently 

untamable wars, sclerotic bureaucracies, racial caste systems and runaway markets.  It 

persists uneasily alongside these refractory institutions and forces, which resis and 

make democracy precarious....I refer to these sorts of social structures and forces as 

alienated....they deeply overshadow ordinary people's capacities to act, which they 

provide means for some people to oppress others.  At the same time, crucially, these 

forces and institutions are not external ones...but the by-product of the same people's 

own varied collective activities..." (3).  He recognizes and opposes sources of elite 

domination, but focuses on the way all of our activities taken together reproduce the 

alienated systems that oppress us.  "Democratic opposition is not reducible to a struggle 

against enemies" (4).   

 To this point of Medearis's I would say: yes, but there is a difference between 

abstract social analysis and on-the-ground politics, and a further difference between 

institutions and framing.  Working class organizers needed the language of the class 

enemy to make alienated labor visible to those suffering under it.  It is true, and Marx 

recognizes that it is true, that the capitalist is as individually powerless as the worker to 

overturn the system that confronts them both as alien.  But it is also true that a 

description of capitalism that ignored the divergence of interests between labor and 

capital would be mistaken.  As I have mentioned already, the error is to identify 

individual evil-doers rather than sectoral interests.  It is a tempting error to fall into: 

Julie MacDonalds and Charles Hurwitzes just present themselves repeatedly to the 

analyst who is naturally eager to use them.  But Medearis conflates the error of blaming 

individuals for their sectoral interest with a different thing which in my view is no error, 

which is to treat society as divided between the many and the few.  Actual democrats 

from Machiavelli to our contemporaries have used this lens to great effect (McCormick 

2011).   

 In the context of this long paper, my review of actual democratic theory is 

unfortunately too short.  Though I might have written about John McCormick, or Jeffrey 

Green here, I will limit myself to a few more words on Ian Shapiro and Melissa 

Schwartzberg's respective works.  Shapiro and Schwartzberg both expose counter-
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majoritarian institutions for what they are: protection for the status quo against 

democracy.  Shapiro looks at institutions like judicial review and concludes that the 

courts' record of protecting minority rights is much weaker than the legislature's.  He 

recommends distinguishing between the protection of disadvantaged minorities and 

the advantaged few, and specifically seeks reform to the U.S. electoral system that so 

privileges elite speech.  Globally Shapiro despairs at the possibility of solving global 

tragedies of the commons with anything analogous to domestic sovereignty, but does 

recommend defusing some tragic collective action problems like the race to the bottom 

with institution like a global minimum wage, for example.   

 Schwartzberg returns to ancient Greece and the medieval Vatican to reveal the 

counter-majoritarian tendencies of many of our most cherished democratic institutions.  

According to Schwartzberg, there are traditionally two ways to have people’s views 

heard: acclamation, in which the group speaks as a whole, and voting, in which 

individual peers aggregate their independent views.  The two are traditionally 

associated with the many and the few. Acclamation is also useful when the voice of the 

people must express unanimity (as in, going to war, or convicting someone of a serious 

crime).  But sometimes both unanimity and individual decisions are called for: if each 

member has dignity independent of the others (elite, aristocratic in origin, based 

usually in landholding status), then each must be individually consulted.  Even when 

decision by acclamation is not an option, however, some decisions must still be 

unanimous, as in the election of God’s choice for the papacy.  The problem comes when 

some ornery outsider realizes that a unanimity rule actually boils down to rule of the 

solitary holdout.  To prevent being held hostage by such people, supermajority rule was 

invented: we can have effective unanimity while allowing for quirky exceptions who are 

too blind to recognize God’s anointed.  Supermajority rule was not originally meant to 

protect against majority tyranny: it was meant to protect what should be a consensus 

decision from the tyranny of a lone or small minority holdout.  If we are worried about 

irrational passions and hasty action on the part of the empowered majority, we would 

do better to institute pauses for reflection or requirements to construct arguments in 

public rather than ill-suited supermajority “checks” (Schwartzberg 2014).   

 A wider discussion of this new literature on majoritarian democracy would 

cover a number of additional topics: from Jeffrey Green's defense of plebian envy and 

recommendation that the people exercise surveillance over the few, to John 
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McCormick's Machiavellian democracy that would bring back the tribunate, citizen 

juries, and maybe even ostracism, there is much food for thought for anyone interested 

in moving politics in the direction of majoritarian rule.  But instead I will close with 

some ideas about applying majoritarian democracy to the politics of potentially 

irreversible environmental decision making.   

 

 

VI 

 

 As must have occurred to most of my readers already, the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change fits these stories far too well for comfort.  

The Conference of the Parties process, which is based on non-binding consensus, has 

manifestly not succeeded in restraining global greenhouse gas emissions.  While expert 

scientists now argue about whether the target of two degrees of warming above pre-

industrial levels is too high (see Hanson et al. 2013 for an argument that 1.5 is more 

appropriate), and while the world has been officially committed to restraint for more 

than twenty years, there is very little reason to hope that we can keep warming to 

under two degrees.  This should not, of course, be surprising to political theorists.11  

Both kinds of tragedy of the commons are at work here: in the absence of sanctions, no 

individual country has reason to play the patsy by making costly contributions to a 

common good that all will share; moreover, a combination of circumstances that 

encourage playing for time and near-anarchy perfectly suits the interests of elite free-

riders who prefer business as usual to a transition to clean energy.  A non-binding 

consensus-based process is counter-majoritarian in the extreme; why should we be 

surprised that a counter-majoritarian process has delivered policies that contradict the 

interests of the overwhelming majority of people?  Although we can hope that 

institutional innovations like the INDC process, or revisable targets post-conference, 

will help matters, and while organized civil society could well improve its framing of the 

issue, in my view these hopes must be quite small.  Even the most well-intentioned 

rhetoric still focuses (wrongly, as we have seen) on "common ground" and "political 

will," when the institutions that are supposed to mediate these things prevent the 

                                                        
11 Though it does seem still to surprise elite diplomats like Ban Ki-Moon. 
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majority from vindicating its interests.  Moreover, coercive world government is not an 

option, and hegemonic leadership hardly more attractive.  What, then, is to be done? 

 There are many options, each of which could be part of a more majoritarian 

system.  At the global level, we should seek to turn the loss of national sovereignty 

already suffered in global finance and trade and to some extent in criminal law from a 

negative to a positive outcome for the many, by transforming those global institutions 

into environmental enforcers.  Trade pacts have already taken baby steps in this 

direction, though their domination by private interests makes them unlikely tribunes of 

the people.  We could reform UN processes in a democratic direction by replacing 

consensus with majority rule, though enforcement would remain a problem.  The ideas 

of a global carbon budget and of sustainability wedges go a long way in reducing the 

heretofore crippling role of uncertainty in negotations over the just distribution of 

responsibility for emissions reduction; though neither has been embraced at COP21, 

adopting them as baselines for negotiation in future rounds would confine potential 

democratic flucutations within safe boundaries as our discussion of irreversibility 

suggests is needed (Meinshausen et al. 2009; Pacala and Socolow 2004).  

 Domestically, there is a wide range of reforms available to us, from 

supplementing elite electoral institutions with selection by lot, to the increased use of 

citizen juries for policymaking, to the replacement of stakeholder-negotiated 

environmental deals with genuinely representative councils of citizens.  Maybe we 

should even bring back ostracism, just for the worst environmental free-riders.  The 

Center for Biological Diversity has taken a step in this direction with their annual 

competition for the "Rubber Dodo" award; this year's contenders include Volkswagen, 

Exxon, and Monsanto, among others.  As I began to argue elsewhere (Ellis 2015), we 

could focus reform efforts on repairing scope problems that undermine efforts to 

vindicate majority interest; so for example, rather than devolving responsibility for 

large-scale environmental outcomes to the local level, and rather than simply 

abandoning the advantages of being close to the ground, national and transnational 

government could authoritatively distribute responsibility for segments of outcomes.  

This has not worked yet for greenhouse gas emissions, but it remains a possible source 

of positive reform toward a more majoritarian set of policies.   

 Spend any time at all with environmental reality, and it is easy to be pessimistic.  

But we can find hope in strange places: for example, in the fact that democracy, 
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pervasive as it seems, has not really been tried in environmental policy.  Thus far our 

environmental decisions have been dominated by elite free riders gaming a counter-

majoritarian system.  If any system can vindicate the interests of the overwhelming 

majority in the sustainable provision of the ecosystem services on which we depend, 

democracy can.  
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